INTRODUCTION
Let S c R3 be a (closed) convex surface and x E S. The set Tx of all points joined with x by at least three segments, i.e., shortest paths in S, is knownand easily seen-to be at most countable. The set Cx of all points joined with x by at least two segments, is not very large either. It is proven in [6] that Cx is a-porous and therefore of first Baire category and of (2-dimensional) Hausdorff measure 0. However, Cx must be uncountable if it contains more than one point, because it is arcwise connected [9] .
The set Cx can be dense in S; in fact this is the generic behaviour, as shown in [6] .
About 
PREREQUISITES
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
GENERIC EXISTENCE OF POINTS IN Fx n Tx
We treat generically here Steinhaus' first question. This is less spectacular, and less easy too. Concretely, we obtain the following result. 
